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A beautifully designed edition of one of the most beloved science fiction novels of all time... First published in 1895, The
Time Machine won author H.G. Wells immediate recognition and has been regarded ever since as one of the great
masterpieces in the literature of science fiction. It popularized the concept of time travel and introduced the concept of a
"time machine" device that could travel forwards and backwards through the years. It is the story of one man’s
astonishing journey beyond the conventional limits of the imagination. One of the most renowned works of science fiction,
The Time Machine reflects on the adventures of The Time Traveller - a man who constructs a machine which allows him
to explore what the future has to offer. When he courageously steps out of his machine for the first time, he finds himself
in the year 802,701—and everything has changed. In this unfamiliar utopian age, creatures seem to dwell together in
perfect harmony. Thinking he can study these marvelous beings and unearth their secret then return to his own time, he
discovers that his only avenue of escape, his invention, has been stolen. Wells is generally credited with the
popularization of the concept of time travel by using a vehicle that allows an operator to travel purposefully and
selectively. The term "time machine", which was coined by Wells, is now universally used to refer to such a vehicle. The
book has been adapted for a number of films and elevision shows, as well as inspiring other science fiction writers.
Virtually Human explores what the not-too-distant future will look like when cyberconsciousness—simulation of the human
brain via software and computer technology—becomes part of our daily lives. Meet Bina48, the world's most sentient
robot, commissioned by Martine Rothblatt and created by Hanson Robotics. Bina48 is a nascent Mindclone of Martine's
wife that can engage in conversation, answer questions, and even have spontaneous thoughts that are derived from
multimedia data in a Mindfile created by the real Bina. If you're active on Twitter or Facebook, share photos through
Instagram, or blogging regularly, you're already on your way to creating a Mindfile—a digital database of your thoughts,
memories, feelings, and opinions that is essentially a back-up copy of your mind. Soon, this Mindfile can be made
conscious with special software—Mindware—that mimics the way human brains organize information, create emotions and
achieve self-awareness. This may sound like science-fiction A.I. (artificial intelligence), but the nascent technology
already exists. Thousands of software engineers across the globe are working to create cyberconsciousness based on
human consciousness and the Obama administration recently announced plans to invest in a decade-long Brain Activity
Map project. Virtually Human is the only book to examine the ethical issues relating to cyberconsciousness and Rothblatt,
with a Ph.D. in medical ethics, is uniquely qualified to lead the dialogue.
Seventeen-year-old Mari, a self-proclaimed photography nerd yearning to attend Yale, finds herself, and her relationship
with her parents, transformed when she time travels to 1967 and falls in love.
Shame is the motivator behind many toxic behaviors like compulsion, codependency, addiction, and drive to
superachieve. This title identifies personal shame, explains the underlying reasons, and addresses root causes.
An instant New York Times bestseller! Alan Gratz, bestselling author of Refugee, weaves a stunning array of voices and
stories into an epic tale of teamwork in the face of tyranny -- and how just one day can change the world.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A stunning “portrait of the enduring grace of friendship” (NPR) about the families we are
born into, and those that we make for ourselves. A masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century. A NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD FINALIST • A MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A Little Life follows
four college classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and ambition—as they move to New York in
search of fame and fortune. While their relationships, which are tinged by addiction, success, and pride, deepen over the
decades, the men are held together by their devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a man scarred by an unspeakable
childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly bonds and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century, Hanya
Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about the families we are born into, and those that we make for ourselves. Look for
Hanya Yanagihara’s new novel, To Paradise, coming in January 2022.
One of TIME’s Ten Best Nonfiction Books of the Decade "Meet the new Stephen Hawking . . . The Order of Time is a
dazzling book." --The Sunday Times From the bestselling author of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics, Reality Is Not What
It Seems, and Helgoland, comes a concise, elegant exploration of time. Why do we remember the past and not the
future? What does it mean for time to "flow"? Do we exist in time or does time exist in us? In lyric, accessible prose, Carlo
Rovelli invites us to consider questions about the nature of time that continue to puzzle physicists and philosophers alike.
For most readers this is unfamiliar terrain. We all experience time, but the more scientists learn about it, the more
mysterious it remains. We think of it as uniform and universal, moving steadily from past to future, measured by clocks.
Rovelli tears down these assumptions one by one, revealing a strange universe where at the most fundamental level time
disappears. He explains how the theory of quantum gravity attempts to understand and give meaning to the resulting
extreme landscape of this timeless world. Weaving together ideas from philosophy, science and literature, he suggests
that our perception of the flow of time depends on our perspective, better understood starting from the structure of our
brain and emotions than from the physical universe. Already a bestseller in Italy, and written with the poetic vitality that
made Seven Brief Lessons on Physics so appealing, The Order of Time offers a profoundly intelligent, culturally rich,
novel appreciation of the mysteries of time.
A young man describes his torment as he struggles to reconcile the diverse influences of Western culture and the traditions of his
own Japanese heritage
A leading contributor to artificial intelligence offers insight into the numerous ways in which the mind works to demonstrate how
emotions and feelings are just different ways of thinking, in an account that poses controversial ideas about the potential for
designing machines that are capable of thinking like humans. By the author of The Society of Mind. Reprint. 40,000 first printing.
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With the help of industrialist Andrew Carnegie, the author of this remarkable book spent two decades interviewing hundreds of
people renowned for their wealth and achievement. Napoleon Hill's all-time bestseller in the personal success field offers priceless
advice on positive thinking and overcoming adversity by distilling the collective wisdom of Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, John D.
Rockefeller, and other successful figures from the worlds of finance, industry, and the arts. Growing rich, Hill explains, is about far
more than just making money. "Whatever the mind can conceive and believe," he asserts, "it can achieve with positive mental
attitude." Hill outlines 13 principles of success involving goal setting, developing entrepreneurial thinking, and exercising effective
leadership. A must for any reader of The Secret, this guide will transform the way you think about time, money, and relationships,
setting your feet on the path to financial freedom.
This volume presents a knowledge-based approach to concept-level sentiment analysis at the crossroads between affective
computing, information extraction, and common-sense computing, which exploits both computer and social sciences to better
interpret and process information on the Web. Concept-level sentiment analysis goes beyond a mere word-level analysis of text in
order to enable a more efficient passage from (unstructured) textual information to (structured) machine-processable data, in
potentially any domain. Readers will discover the following key novelties, that make this approach so unique and avant-garde,
being reviewed and discussed: • Sentic Computing's multi-disciplinary approach to sentiment analysis-evidenced by the
concomitant use of AI, linguistics and psychology for knowledge representation and inference • Sentic Computing’s shift from
syntax to semantics-enabled by the adoption of the bag-of-concepts model instead of simply counting word co-occurrence
frequencies in text • Sentic Computing's shift from statistics to linguistics-implemented by allowing sentiments to flow from concept
to concept based on the dependency relation between clauses This volume is the first in the Series Socio-Affective Computing
edited by Dr Amir Hussain and Dr Erik Cambria and will be of interest to researchers in the fields of socially intelligent, affective
and multimodal human-machine interaction and systems.
Six essays by artificial intelligence pioneer Marvin Minsky on how education can foster inventiveness, paired with commentary by
Minsky's former colleagues and students. Marvin Minsky was a pioneering researcher in artificial intelligence whose work led to
both theoretical and practical advances. His work was motivated not only by technological advancement but also by the desire to
understand the workings of our own minds. Minsky's insights about the mind provide fresh perspectives on education and how
children learn. This book collects for the first time six essays by Minsky on children, learning, and the potential of computers in
school to enrich children's development. In these essays Minsky discusses the shortcomings of conventional education
(particularly in mathematics) and considers alternative approaches; reflects on the role of mentors; describes higher-level
strategies for thinking across domains; and suggests projects for children to pursue. Each essay is paired with commentary by one
of Minsky's former colleagues or students, which identifies Minsky's key ideas and connects his writings to current research.
Minsky once observed that in traditional teaching, “instead of promoting inventiveness, we focus on preventing mistakes.” These
essays offer Minsky's unique insights into how education can foster inventiveness. Commentary by Hal Abelson, Walter Bender,
Alan Kay, Margaret Minsky, Brian Silverman, Gary Stager, Mike Travers, Patrick Henry Winston
Major New York Times bestseller Winner of the National Academy of Sciences Best Book Award in 2012 Selected by the New
York Times Book Review as one of the ten best books of 2011 A Globe and Mail Best Books of the Year 2011 Title One of The
Economist's 2011 Books of the Year One of The Wall Street Journal's Best Nonfiction Books of the Year 2011 2013 Presidential
Medal of Freedom Recipient Kahneman's work with Amos Tversky is the subject of Michael Lewis's The Undoing Project: A
Friendship That Changed Our Minds In the international bestseller, Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman, the renowned
psychologist and winner of the Nobel Prize in Economics, takes us on a groundbreaking tour of the mind and explains the two
systems that drive the way we think. System 1 is fast, intuitive, and emotional; System 2 is slower, more deliberative, and more
logical. The impact of overconfidence on corporate strategies, the difficulties of predicting what will make us happy in the future,
the profound effect of cognitive biases on everything from playing the stock market to planning our next vacation—each of these
can be understood only by knowing how the two systems shape our judgments and decisions. Engaging the reader in a lively
conversation about how we think, Kahneman reveals where we can and cannot trust our intuitions and how we can tap into the
benefits of slow thinking. He offers practical and enlightening insights into how choices are made in both our business and our
personal lives—and how we can use different techniques to guard against the mental glitches that often get us into trouble. Winner
of the National Academy of Sciences Best Book Award and the Los Angeles Times Book Prize and selected by The New York
Times Book Review as one of the ten best books of 2011, Thinking, Fast and Slow is destined to be a classic.
The only self-help book you'll ever need, from a psychiatrist and his comedy writer daughter, who will help you put aside your
unrealistic wishes, stop trying to change things you can't change, and do the best with what you can control—the first steps to
managing all of life's impossible problems. Need to stop screwing up? Feel like you're under a loser's curse? Work with an ass?
Want to clear your name or get justice, rescue an addicted person, get closure after childhood abuse, get a lover to commit, not
ruin your kid? Although other self-help books claim to reveal the path to happiness, F*ck Feelings warns that convincing yourself
that there is such a path will actually lead you to feel like a true failure. What the Bennetts can promise you is that you can manage
any situation life throws at you if you can keep your sense of humor, bend your wishes to fit reality, restrain your feelings, manage
bad behavior, and do what you think is right. Life is hard. It's not fair. Our feelings cloud our rationality, and we become tangled in
our efforts to achieve the impossible or change the unchangeable. In this groundbreaking, entirely sensible, and funny book, the
Bennetts open the shrinks' secret solution manual and show you how to find a new kind of freedom by working toward realistic
goals and doing the best with what you can control. They address the most common problems Dr. Bennett's patients bring to his
private practice—problems with family, love, work, self-esteem, garden variety assholes, and more—and give you a script for going
forward. With no-bullshit advice from a Harvard-educated shrink freed of all jargon and patronization by his smart-ass, comedy
writer daughter,F*ck Feelings is the cut-to-the-chase therapy session you've been looking for.
From debut author Nina Varela comes the first book in an Own Voices, richly imagined epic fantasy duology about an impossible
love between two girls—one human, one Made—whose romance could be the beginning of a revolution. Perfect for fans of Marie
Rutkoski’s The Winner’s Curse as well as Game of Thrones and Westworld. After the War of Kinds ravaged the kingdom of
Rabu, the Automae, designed to be the playthings of royals, usurped their owners’ estates and bent the human race to their will.
Now Ayla, a human servant rising in the ranks at the House of the Sovereign, dreams of avenging her family’s death…by killing the
sovereign’s daughter, Lady Crier. Crier was Made to be beautiful, flawless, and to carry on her father’s legacy. But that was
before her betrothal to the enigmatic Scyre Kinok, before she discovered her father isn’t the benevolent king she once admired,
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and most importantly, before she met Ayla. Now, with growing human unrest across the land, pressures from a foreign queen, and
an evil new leader on the rise, Crier and Ayla find there may be only one path to love: war.
Turing Option is written by Harry Harrison who is also the author of Deathworld, Make Room! Make Room! (filmed as Soylent
Green), the popular Stainless Steel Rat books, and many other famous works of SF. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
To endow computers with common sense is one of the major long-term goals of Artificial Intelligence research. One approach to
this problem is to formalize commonsense reasoning using mathematical logic. Commonsense Reasoning is a detailed, high-level
reference on logic-based commonsense reasoning. It uses the event calculus, a highly powerful and usable tool for commonsense
reasoning, which Erik T. Mueller demonstrates as the most effective tool for the broadest range of applications. He provides an upto-date work promoting the use of the event calculus for commonsense reasoning, and bringing into one place information
scattered across many books and papers. Mueller shares the knowledge gained in using the event calculus and extends the
literature with detailed event calculus solutions to problems that span many areas of the commonsense world. Covers key areas of
commonsense reasoning including action, change, defaults, space, and mental states. The first full book on commonsense
reasoning to use the event calculus. Contextualizes the event calculus within the framework of commonsense reasoning,
introducing the event calculus as the best method overall. Focuses on how to use the event calculus formalism to perform
commonsense reasoning, while existing papers and books examine the formalisms themselves. Includes fully worked out proofs
and circumscriptions for every example.
1984 is George Orwell's terrifying vision of a totalitarian future in which everything and everyone is slave to a tyrannical regime
lead by The Party. Winston Smith works for the Ministry of Truth in London, chief city of Airstrip One. Big Brother stares out from
every poster, the Thought Police uncover every act of betrayal. When Winston finds love with Julia, he discovers that life does not
have to be dull and deadening, and awakens to new possibilities. Despite the police helicopters that hover and circle overhead,
Winston and Julia begin to question the Party; they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big Brother will not tolerate dissent - even
in the mind. For those with original thoughts they invented Room 101. . .
Fleeing home from his military service in Afghanistan when his wife dies in an apparent freak household accident, Dr. Mike
Scanlon struggles with the tragedy, his inability to bond with his new baby daughter and a downsizing in his medical practice only
to discover a shocking secret that changes his understanding of everything. By the Edgar Award-winning author of Come Home.
300,000 first printing.
Ray Kurzweil is the inventor of the most innovative and compelling technology of our era, an international authority on artificial
intelligence, and one of our greatest living visionaries. Now he offers a framework for envisioning the twenty-first century--an age
in which the marriage of human sensitivity and artificial intelligence fundamentally alters and improves the way we live. Kurzweil's
prophetic blueprint for the future takes us through the advances that inexorably result in computers exceeding the memory
capacity and computational ability of the human brain by the year 2020 (with human-level capabilities not far behind); in
relationships with automated personalities who will be our teachers, companions, and lovers; and in information fed straight into
our brains along direct neural pathways. Optimistic and challenging, thought-provoking and engaging, The Age of Spiritual
Machines is the ultimate guide on our road into the next century.
The author traces the boyhood enthusiasm for rockets that eventually led to a career at NASA, describing how he built model
rockets in the family garage in West Virginia, inspired by the launch of the Soviet satellite Sputnik. Reprint.
Futurists are certain that humanlike AI is on the horizon, but in fact engineers have no idea how to program human reasoning. AI
reasons from statistical correlations across data sets, while common sense is based heavily on conjecture. Erik Larson argues that
hyping existing methods will only hold us back from developing truly humanlike AI.
Now a New York Times and USA Today bestseller! Winner of Best Science Fiction in the 2020 Goodreads Choice Awards! To
Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand new epic novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author of Eragon, Christopher Paolini. Kira
Navárez dreamed of life on new worlds. Now she's awakened a nightmare. During a routine survey mission on an uncolonized
planet, Kira finds an alien relic. At first she's delighted, but elation turns to terror when the ancient dust around her begins to move.
As war erupts among the stars, Kira is launched into a galaxy-spanning odyssey of discovery and transformation. First contact isn't
at all what she imagined, and events push her to the very limits of what it means to be human. While Kira faces her own horrors,
Earth and its colonies stand upon the brink of annihilation. Now, Kira might be humanity's greatest and final hope . . . At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
In this book you'll learn what I learned and what many other common sense leaders across the ages have learned before us: How
to Live, Learn, and Lead the "Common Sense Way"
"Brilliant...as audacious as its title....Mr. Dennett's exposition is nothing short of brilliant." --George Johnson, New York Times Book
Review Consciousness Explained is a a full-scale exploration of human consciousness. In this landmark book, Daniel Dennett
refutes the traditional, commonsense theory of consciousness and presents a new model, based on a wealth of information from
the fields of neuroscience, psychology, and artificial intelligence. Our current theories about conscious life-of people, animal, even
robots--are transformed by the new perspectives found in this book.
In Transcend, famed futurist Ray Kurzweil and his coauthor Terry Grossman, MD, present a cutting edge, accessible program
based on the vanguard in nutrition and science. They’ve distilled thousands of scientific studies to make the case that new
developments in medicine and technology will allow us to radically extend our life expectancies and slow the aging process.
Transcend gives you the practical tools you need to live long enough (and remain healthy long enough) to take full advantage of
the biotech and nanotech advances that have already begun and will continue to occur at an accelerating pace during the years
ahead. To help you remember the nine key components of the program, Ray and Terry have arranged them into a mnemonic: Talk
with your doctor, Relaxation, Assessment, Nutrition, Supplements, Calorie reduction, Exercise, New technologies, Detoxification.
This easy-to-follow program will help you transcend the boundaries of your genetic legacy and live long enough to live forever.
Nineteen scientists, doctors and philosophers share their perspective on what is arguably the most significant scientific
development that humanity has ever faced - the eradication of aging and mortality. This anthology is both a gentle introduction to
the multitude of cutting-edge scientific developments, and a thoughtful, multidisciplinary discussion of the ethics, politics and
philosophy behind the scientific conquest of aging.
The first systematic study of parallelism in computation by two pioneers in the field. Reissue of the 1988 Expanded Edition with a
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new foreword by Léon Bottou In 1969, ten years after the discovery of the perceptron—which showed that a machine could be
taught to perform certain tasks using examples—Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert published Perceptrons, their analysis of the
computational capabilities of perceptrons for specific tasks. As Léon Bottou writes in his foreword to this edition, “Their rigorous
work and brilliant technique does not make the perceptron look very good.” Perhaps as a result, research turned away from the
perceptron. Then the pendulum swung back, and machine learning became the fastest-growing field in computer science. Minsky
and Papert's insistence on its theoretical foundations is newly relevant. Perceptrons—the first systematic study of parallelism in
computation—marked a historic turn in artificial intelligence, returning to the idea that intelligence might emerge from the activity of
networks of neuron-like entities. Minsky and Papert provided mathematical analysis that showed the limitations of a class of
computing machines that could be considered as models of the brain. Minsky and Papert added a new chapter in 1987 in which
they discuss the state of parallel computers, and note a central theoretical challenge: reaching a deeper understanding of how
“objects” or “agents” with individuality can emerge in a network. Progress in this area would link connectionism with what the
authors have called “society theories of mind.”

Totally revised and expanded, the Color Atlas of Biochemistry presents the fundamentals of human and mammalian
biochemistry on 215 stunning color plates.Alongside a short introduction to chemistry and the classical topics of
biochemistry, the 2nd edition covers new approaches and aspects in biochemistry, such as links between chemical
structure and biological function or pathways for information transfer, as well as recent developments and discoveries,
such as the structures of many new important molecules. Key features of this title include:- The unique combination of
highly effective color graphics and comprehensive figure legends;- Unified color-coding of atoms, coenzymes, chemical
classes, and cell organelles that allows quick recognition of all involved systems;- Computer graphics provide simulated
3D representation of many important molecules.This Flexibook is ideal for students of medicine and biochemistry and a
valuable source of reference for practitioners.
The book adopts a tutorial-based approach to introduce the user to Scikit-learn.If you are a programmer who wants to
explore machine learning and data-based methods to build intelligent applications and enhance your programming skills,
this the book for you. No previous experience with machine-learning algorithms is required.
This book constitutes refereed proceedings of the COST 2102 International Training School on Cognitive Behavioural
Systems held in Dresden, Germany, in February 2011. The 39 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from various submissions. The volume presents new and original research results in the field of human-machine
interaction inspired by cognitive behavioural human-human interaction features. The themes covered are on cognitive
and computational social information processing, emotional and social believable Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
systems, behavioural and contextual analysis of interaction, embodiment, perception, linguistics, semantics and
sentiment analysis in dialogues and interactions, algorithmic and computational issues for the automatic recognition and
synthesis of emotional states.
An authority on artificial intelligence introduces a theory that explores the workings of the human mind and the mysteries
of thought
Like a bolt from the blue, Jack's little sister Maddy is gone—carried into another realm by an ogre. When Jack and Lilly
follow Maddy’s captor through the portal, they are ready for anything . . . except what they find waiting for them in the
floating crossroads between worlds. Even the power of their magic plants may not be enough to get them back to earth
alive. Alone and injured, Jack and Lilly must each face their own monsters—as well as giants who grind the bones of
human children to feed their “beast” and a fearsome goblin king in the sewers down below. But when Jack finds himself
in a tough spot, help comes from the most unlikely person: the goblin king! Ben Hatke, the #1 New York
Times–bestselling author of Zita the Spacegirl, concludes his latest middle-grade fantasy-adventure graphic novel series,
Mighty Jack, with the energetic finale to his retelling of Jack and the Beanstalk.
The triumphant memoir of the man behind one of the greatest feats in scientific history Of all the scientific achievements
of the past century, perhaps none can match the deciphering of the human genetic code, both for its technical brilliance
and for its implications for our future. In A Life Decoded, J. Craig Venter traces his rise from an uninspired student to one
of the most fascinating and controversial figures in science today. Here, Venter relates the unparalleled drama of the
quest to decode the human genome?a goal he predicted he could achieve years earlier and more cheaply than the
government-sponsored Human Genome Project, and one that he fulfilled in 2001. A thrilling story of detection, A Life
Decoded is also a revealing, and often troubling, look at how science is practiced today.
London is a city on wheels - a future city like you've never known before. In the terrible aftermath of the Sixty Minute War,
cities which survived the apocalypse became predators, chasing and feeding on smaller towns. Now London is hunting
down its prey, getting ready to feed. But as the chase begins, Tom uncovers a secret - a secret full of deadly
consequences. Soon he is plunged into a world of unkillable enemies, threatened by a weapon that will tear his life
apart... Winner of the Nestle Gold Award and the Blue Peter Book of the Year Award, this is a book to devour again and
again.
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